A fluorescence-based helicase assay: application to the screening of G-quadruplex ligands
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ABSTRACT

Helicases, enzymes that unwind DNA or RNA structure, are present in the cell nucleus and in the mitochondrion. Although the majority of the helicases unwind DNA or RNA duplexes, some of these proteins are known to resolve unusual structures such as G-quadruplexes (G4) in vitro. G4 may form stable barrier to the progression of molecular motors tracking on DNA. Monitoring G4 unwinding by these enzymes may reveal the mechanisms of the enzymes and provides information about the stability of these structures. In the experiments presented herein, we developed a reliable, inexpensive and rapid fluorescence-based technique to monitor the activity of G4 helicases in real time in a 96-well plate format. This system was used to screen a series of G4 structures and G4 binders for their effect on the Pif1 enzyme, a 5′ to 3′ DNA helicase. This simple assay should be applicable to analysis of other helicases and G4 structures.

INTRODUCTION

Helicases are a central class of enzymes found in all known organisms. By a combination of biochemical and genetic approaches, their activity has been shown to affect most metabolic processes that rely on nucleic acid unwinding in the cell, including DNA replication, transcription, translation, DNA repair or recombination. At the molecular level, helicases are motor proteins that move directionally along a nucleic acid phosphodiester backbone and are able to separate annealed nucleic acid strands using energy derived from adenosine triphosphate (ATP) hydrolysis.

Although the majority of the known helicase enzymes are involved in the process of unwinding duplex DNA or RNA, some of these proteins have been known to act on less canonical substrates like protein-nucleic acids complexes or secondary DNA structures, in particular G-quadruplexes (G4) (1–4). In the G4 field, helicase studies have been at the forefront for demonstrating the formation of these structures in vitro, through various biochemical and genetic approaches (5–10). Some of the outstanding questions in the field are now how specific helicases are to various G-quadruplex structures, or what is the degree of redundancy between different helicases in their capacity to process these structures.

It is well documented that G4 can adopt multiple structures and strand arrangements, which differ thermodynamically (11). How these affect the helicase activity is currently poorly assessed. Owing to technical limitations and to the relative youth of this field, G-quadruplex unwinding has been monitored for a limited number of helicases, including members of the RecQ family (12,13), the XPD family (FANCJ) (3) and the Pif1 family (2,14,15) and for a limited number of substrates.

The most common assay for measuring helicase activity in vitro employs gel electrophoresis (16). Electrophoresis has the obvious advantage to allow the determination of the diversity and relative abundance of the molecular species present in the reaction. This is however a relatively cumbersome and low-throughput technique (17,18). Several additional methods based on fluorescence assays have been developed to overcome some of the limitations of electrophoresis, and to tackle real-time kinetics aspects of helicase action (3,19). To improve tools aiming at characterizing the activity of DNA helicases towards G4 structures, we developed a fluorescence-based helicase assay that allows testing the unwinding of different G4 structures by a helicase in high throughput and in real time. In this work, we demonstrate its application to study the activity of the DNA helicase Pif1p, a prototypal member of the PIF1 family of DNA helicase, and for which substantial evidences have been accumulated suggesting its activity on G4 in vitro and in vivo (15,19,20). This assay is also used to assess the inhibitory effect of pharmacological G4 binders on the activity of Pif1p. To our knowledge this is the first real-time
helicase assay developed that allows, in a single experiment, the screening of series G4 sequences under several conditions and in the presence of G4 ligands. Moreover, this assay should be adaptable to the specific requirements of other helicase enzymes.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Oligonucleotides and compounds

All oligonucleotides used in this research were purchased from Eurogentec and stored at −20°C as 100-200 μM stock solutions. Oligonucleotide strand concentrations were determined by absorbance at 260 nm using the extinction coefficients provided by the manufacturer. Sequences are provided in Table 1.

DNA systems were annealed at 1 μM concentration by preparing a mixture of 1 μM Dabcyl-labelled oligonucleotide and 0.85 μM FAM-labelled oligonucleotide in 20 mM Tris-HCl buffer (pH 7.2, 5 mM MgCl₂, 1 mM KCl and 99 mM NaCl). The 1.2-fold excess of dabcyl-labelled strand was used in order to assure the total hybridisation of the FAM-labelled strand and therefore to achieve the maximum quenching of the fluorescent signal. Solutions were denatured at 90°C for 5 min and cooled slowly to room temperature. Samples were then aliquoted and stored at −20°C. Bracco-19 was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. PhenDC3, Pyridostatin and TrisQ were provided by Marie-Paule Teulade-Fichou (Institut Curie, France).

Pif1 helicase

The recombinant nuclear isoform of budding yeast Pif1p was overexpressed in bacteria and purified to homogeneity as described previously (21). The purified Pif1 enzyme was stored at 2 μM concentration in 25 mM HEPES buffer (pH 7.2, 25 mM (NH₄)₂SO₄, 25 mM MgAc₂, 100 mM NaCl, 1 mM DTT and 50% glycerol) at −20°C. For helicase assays, Pif1 was further diluted to 0.2 μM in the same buffer and directly added to the DNA solution.

G4 substrate screening in helicase assay

Helicase reactions were carried out in triplicate in 96-well plates (Greiner Bio-one; 96-well, black, flat bottom) at 25°C and fluorescence monitored in a microplate reader (Tecan Infinite M1000PRO). Every replicate contained a 50-μl solution of 40 nM FAM-dabcyl system (S-mut, S-dx, S-cmyc, S-htelo, S-ckit1, S-ckit2, S-CTA, S-TBA, S-CEB25 or S-htelo) previously annealed, 20 nM of Pif1 enzyme and 200 nM of Trap oligonucleotide (unlabelled, complementary to the FAM-labelled strand). Next, 5 μl of a 50 mM ATP solution was added to every well, the 96-well plate was stirred for 10 s and the fluorescence emission was recorded every 10 s (the excitation wavelength was set at 492 nm and the emission wavelength at 520 nm). Once the maximum emission was reached and the signal was stable (30–45 min), 5 μl (2 μM) of a strand complementary to the dabcyl-labelled sequence (C-mut, C-cmyc, C-htelo, C-ckit1, C-ckit2, C-CTA, C-TBA, C-CEB or C-Kras; the prefix ‘C’ stands for complementary) was added to every well, the plates were stirred for 10 s, and emission was monitored every 10 s.

G4 screening in the presence of a G4-ligand in helicase assay

The same procedure as used for G4 substrate screening was applied for the G4-ligand screening. A 50-μl solution of G4 system (40 nM), Pif1p protein (20 nM), Trap single-strand (200 nM) and selected ligand (1 μM) was prepared in 20 mM Tris-HCl buffer (pH 7.2, 10 mM MgCl₂, 1 mM KCl and 99 mM NaCl). ATP and the single-stranded complementary sequence were added following the same procedure as above. The emission was monitored every 20 s.

RESULTS

Real-time helicase assay

Fluorescence is a sensitive technique that has the clear advantage of monitoring a reaction process in real time, at low concentration and at high throughput. For this reason, the helicase assay was designed to monitor the unwinding process of a fluorophore-labelled DNA system. Pif1 helicases translocate in a 5′-to-3′ direction and require a 5′-tail to load on their substrate (2,22). Thus, we designed the DNA system to contain this recognition element (Figure 1). A 5′ single-stranded region of 11 deoxyadenylenes was used to create the required Pif1 docking site. Based on previous in vitro studies of Pif1, 11 nucleotides are sufficient for Pif1p loading (23). The substrate also contains a G4-forming region (Table 1) and a 3′ tail of 17 nucleotides covalently attached to its 3′ end to a dabcyl residue. A complementary oligonucleotide labelled at its 5′ end with the FAM fluorophore is annealed to 15 nucleotides on the 3′ side of the dabcyl-labelled oligonucleotide, forming a double-stranded substrate. In this design, two nucleotides separate the G4-forming sequence from the duplex moiety. These spacer nucleotides are necessary to avoid destabilisation of the G4 structure upon formation of the duplex structure but are not expected to provide a docking site for Pif1. In addition, in this system, the dabcyl quenches fluorescence of FAM when the duplex is formed. The helicase first loads on the 5′ tail and, after ATP addition, unwinds the G4 structure and then the fluorescently-labelled duplex DNA. This releases the FAM-labelled probe from the dabcyl-labelled strand, resulting in a measurable fluorescence increase of the FAM probe.

Two different substrates were tested in order to validate the assay and to optimise the amount of DNA and enzyme required. In a first construction of the c-myc G4, a 16-mer sequence designed from a mutated version of the 3′ part of the NHEIIII promotor of c-MYC was included in the DNA assembly (S-cmyc design, Table 1). This mutated sequence folds into a less polymorphic and more homogenous G4 structure than the natural c-MYC sequence. It adopts a parallel G4 structure in the presence of monovalent cations, which was maintained in the S-cmyc system (Supplementary Figure S1). In a second construction several guanines were mutated in the c-myc sequence in order to prevent the formation of a stable G4 structure. Thus, in this system a long single-strand region is followed by the short DNA duplex (S-mut design, Table 1).

Pif1 is active in the presence of either Na⁺ or K⁺; the optimal concentration of monovalent cations is 50–60 mM, but Pif1 is still highly active at higher ionic strength (100
Table 1. Oligonucleotide sequences used in the helicase assay and its validation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>system</th>
<th>sequences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S-cmyc</td>
<td>5'-TAAGTGTGATGTGTTTATTCCGTTGAGCAGAG-3' - Dabcyl&lt;br&gt;3' - AAGGCAACTCTGTCTC-5' - FAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-htelo</td>
<td>5'-TAAGTGTGATGTGTTTATTCCGTTGAGCAGAG-3' - Dabcyl&lt;br&gt;3' - AAGGCAACTCTGTCTC-5' - FAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-ckit1</td>
<td>5'-TAAGTGTGATGTGTTTATTCCGTTGAGCAGAG-3' - Dabcyl&lt;br&gt;3' - AAGGCAACTCTGTCTC-5' - FAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-ckit2</td>
<td>5'-TAAGTGTGATGTGTTTATTCCGTTGAGCAGAG-3' - Dabcyl&lt;br&gt;3' - AAGGCAACTCTGTCTC-5' - FAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-TBA</td>
<td>5'-TAAGTGTGATGTGTTTATTCCGTTGAGCAGAG-3' - Dabcyl&lt;br&gt;3' - AAGGCAACTCTGTCTC-5' - FAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-CEB25</td>
<td>5'-TAAGTGTGATGTGTTTATTCCGTTGAGCAGAG-3' - Dabcyl&lt;br&gt;3' - AAGGCAACTCTGTCTC-5' - FAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-Kras</td>
<td>5'-TAAGTGTGATGTGTTTATTCCGTTGAGCAGAG-3' - Dabcyl&lt;br&gt;3' - AAGGCAACTCTGTCTC-5' - FAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-CTA</td>
<td>5'-TAAGTGTGATGTGTTTATTCCGTTGAGCAGAG-3' - Dabcyl&lt;br&gt;3' - AAGGCAACTCTGTCTC-5' - FAM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)“S” oligonucleotides are the substrates for Pif1p unwinding; “C” indicates for complementary strands.

---

mM) (23). Several concentrations of Pif1 were evaluated in a buffer containing 1 mM KCl and 99 mM NaCl using the S-cmyc system. Addition of ATP to this solution activated the helicase enzyme resulting in the release of the FAM (orange symbol) labelling the single strand is quenched. In the first step of the reaction, the Pif1p helicase binds to the 5' single-strand end. After ATP addition, the helicase proceeds in a 5' to 3' direction unwinding first the G-quadruplex structure and then the duplex DNA. Unwinding of the duplex releases the labelled single-stranded probe, which emits a strong fluorescence as it is no longer quenched by dabcyl (purple symbol) on the complementary strand.

Figure 1. Illustration of the helicase reaction with G4/duplex DNA system. The substrate has a single-stranded region, a G4 region and a duplex region. When duplex is formed, the fluorescence of the FAM (orange symbol) labelling the single strand is quenched. In the first step of the reaction, the Pif1p helicase binds to the 5' single-strand end. After ATP addition, the helicase proceeds in a 5' to 3' direction unwinding first the G-quadruplex structure and then the duplex DNA. Unwinding of the duplex releases the labelled single-stranded probe, which emits a strong fluorescence as it is no longer quenched by dabcyl (purple symbol) on the complementary strand.

Figure 2B. Similar experiments were carried out in a buffer containing 100 mM KCl. At this KCl concentration, we did not observe any fluorescence enhancement, suggesting either that the helicase is inactive in KCl at this ionic strength or that the cmyc G4 is too stable to be unwound by Pif1. To distinguish between these two possibilities, a similar experiment was carried out with the S-mut system, which cannot form a G4 structure. We found almost similar fluorescence...
emission enhancements in both buffers (1 mM KCl/99 mM NaCl and 100 mM KCl, Supplementary Figure S2), indicating that Pif1 helicase activity on the duplex part was independent of the nature of the monovalent cation at this ionic strength. Thus, the difference in activity was the result of a difference in stability of the G4 substrate to be unfolded. This is the first demonstration that a stable intramolecular G4 can resist unfolding by the Pif1 helicase.

The arbitrary 1 mM KCl/99 mM NaCl buffer solution was selected for further studies in this research. This K/Na mixture was found to be a good compromise to allow optimal activity of the protein while the quadruplex structure is properly folded. Increasing the concentration of K (+) to physiological concentration (~150 mM) would significantly stabilise the G4 structure requiring larger amounts of enzyme. In addition, high concentration of monocations would reduce the in vitro activity of the helicase (which is optimal at 50–60 mM of monocations).

In our system, the unwinding reaction is in competition with the re-hybridisation of the two separated strands, which is either spontaneous or promoted by the helicase itself (24). The reformation of the duplex DNA is slow but not negligible, even at low strand concentration (40 nM). It was observed in the unwinding traces after a few minutes (Supplementary Figure S3). The helicase activity of Pif1 reaches its maximum immediately after ATP addition; however, after a few minutes, the activity of the enzyme decreases and duplex formation results in emission quenching of the FAM fluorophore, a phenomenon that can be observed in real time. To overcome this limitation, we reasoned that addition of a trapping oligonucleotide to the reaction mixture would prevent duplex reannealing (25). A short single-stranded oligonucleotide (Trap) fully complementary to the FAM-labelled strand was added to the reaction mixture. Once the enzyme unwinds the duplex structure, the single stranded FAM-sequence is expected to be trapped by the non-labelled complementary strand. This is what we observed, since a small excess of this trapper oligonucleotide resulted in stable fluorescence even after 30 min (Supplementary Figure S3).

The next step in this research was to quantify the enzymatic activity. To measure the maximum level of fluorescence emission of the unwound substrate, complete separation of the FAM-dabcyl labelled duplex must be achieved. To this end, a second trapping step was introduced. Once the helicase reaction was completed and the fluorescence emission reached a stable plateau, an oligonucleotide complementary to the full-length dabcyl-labelled sequence (C-mut) was introduced into the reaction. This DNA strand displaces the FAM-labelled sequence in any unreacted G4-duplex system, leading to a highly stable duplex DNA (44 bp-long) in a quasi-irreversible process (see Supplementary Figure S4). Figure 3 shows an illustration of this two-step reaction for the S-cmyc system. The first step involves helicase-promoted separation of the G4/duplex and is ATP-dependent. Once the reaction reaches a stable plateau, the addition of the complementary sequence C-cmyc drives the reaction by displacing any unreacted G4-dx system; this second step being ATP-independent. Thus, the Pif1 helicase activity on the S-cmyc substrate can be calculated by comparing the fluorescence emission in the first and second stages of the reaction.

The simplicity and rapidity of this test allows tuning buffer conditions as well as oligonucleotide and helicase concentrations to optimise the assay for a different helicase or different G4 substrates. The helicase reaction for the S-cmyc system was carried out in a buffer containing 1 mM KCl and 99 mM NaCl. The presence of 100 mM KCl, which is physiologically relevant, stabilised the c-myc G4 motif in the S-cmyc system and resulted in an obstacle for the enzyme. In order to prove the versatility of this test, the helicase assay conditions were re-optimised for the S-cmyc system at 100 mM KCl. As shown in Figure 4, increasing the Pif1 concentration from 20 nM (which was a saturating enzyme concentration in a 1 mM KCl/99 mM NaCl buffer) to 100 nM was sufficient to restore the helicase activity in this system.

The unwinding process of a duplex motif immediately after a quadruplex structure by the action of the Pif1 helicase has been recently investigated by (19). In a single molecule FRET assay they found that Pif1 helicase was unable to resolve a duplex structure when preceded by a quadruplex motif. As this helicase is able to resolve the S-cmyc system, which is relatively similar to Zhou’s substrate, a new design was proposed in order to verify the particular differences between the Zhou’s design and the design proposed in the present helicase assay. The Pif1 helicase activity in a construction formed by a duplex motif followed by a single
Figure 3. (Top) Illustration of the two-step helicase reaction assumed to occur in the S-cmyc system. In the first step, upon addition of ATP, the Pif1p helicase unwinds the G4/duplex releasing the labelled single-stranded probe. In the second step, the dabcyl-complementary strand C-cmyc was added; this displaces any remaining duplex leading to the maximum emission signal possible. (Bottom) Unwinding process monitored in real time by recording the emission enhancement of the FAM-labelled system.

Figure 4. Helicase activity against the S-cmyc DNA system in buffer containing 100 mM KCl at 20, 40, 100 and 200 nM Pif1. Error bars indicate mean deviation between two independent experiments.

G-quadruplex structure screening

Using the two-step assay, a series of G4 structures were screened for their ability to inhibit Pif1. Two non-G4 containing systems were also included as controls (Table 1): the first was the previously described single-stranded S-mut system and the second was the S-dx system, which is formed by the S-mut system to which is added an unlabelled 17-nucleotide oligonucleotide complementary to the mutated G-rich region. The first control substrate is single stranded, whereas the second involves a duplex. The series of G4 sequences screened included a number of well-characterised G4 structures (Table 1): S-cmyc, S-cmyc, S-cmyc, S-cmyc and S-Kras systems, these contain G4 sequences located in the promoter regions of well-known oncogenes (c-myc (27), c-kit1 (28), c-kit2 (29) and 27Kras (30), respectively); S-CEB, containing the G-rich region from the minisatellite CEB25 (31); S-TBA, the thrombin binding aptamer TBA sequence (32); S-CTA, containing the human telomeric variant CTA (33). With the exception of S-TBA substrate, all the proposed systems exhibited a quadruplex structure under the buffer conditions considered for this test (Supplementary Figure S1). The system S-TBA however failed to fold into a sta-
ble quadruplex structure. TBA quadruplex is a quadruplex formed by only two G-tetrads and exhibits poor stability; hence the presence of a long poly(dA) sequence at the 5′ termination and a duplex motif at the 3′-end (S-TBA design) may be detrimental to G4 formation.

Figure 5A shows data from a representative two-step helicase assay monitoring the effect of Pf1 on G4 sequences in real time in 1 mM KCl and 99 mM NaCl. The addition of ATP to the solution of enzyme and DNA activated Pf1 and resulted in unwinding of the DNA duplex, leading to an increase in fluorescence emission. After 30 min, a stable plateau of fluorescence emission was reached in all the cases. At 30 min, the complementary strand of each dabcyl-labelled sequence was added. This led to the complete unfolding of all G4 structures and the displacement of the FAM-labelled sequence. The complete release of the FAM-labelled strands resulted in the maximum emission possible with each system. Raw data for each individual system are provided in Supplementary Figure S6.

Figure 5B shows the quantified Pf1 helicase activity in the presence of every structure studied. Under these conditions, none of the G4 structure was able to completely block the helicase activity of the Pf1 enzyme. Nevertheless, the presence of stable G4 structures in some assemblies was an obstacle to the enzyme, and, therefore, the unwinding activity was slightly reduced as determined by comparison of the emission intensities after the first and second steps of the reaction. Most of the kinetic profiles were hyperbolic except those obtained with the two c-kit sequences which were sigmoidal. These sequences formed higher order structures that did not enter a gel during electrophoresis (Supplementary Figure S7). The presence of these higher order structures, presumably intermolecular, could explain this behaviour. The curve observed for the S-Kras G4 substrate, which also displays the formation of higher order structures (Supplementary Figure S7), was not sigmoidal, however.

Unsurprisingly, the single-stranded S-mut was the most reactive assembly and the unwinding was found to be nearly complete (90%). Similarly, the TBA substrate, which contains a relatively unstable G4 motif formed by the stacking of only two guanine-quartets, was found to be 90% unfolded. Pf1 unwound the other G4 structures with efficiencies of 65–85%. Interestingly, the 17-base pair duplex DNA in the S-dx design was the strongest obstacle to Pf1 protein of the structures tested at 1 mM K+ concentration. This confirms earlier reports using intermolecular G4 structures that showed that Pf1 is able to resolve G4 structures more efficiently than duplex DNA structures in vitro (10,15).

The stability of DNA substrates against Pf1 enzyme was compared with the thermal stability of the quadruplex moiety structure. For this purpose the Tm of the quadruplex core motif was determined for each system. A precise Tm determination of the G4 structure embedded in the complete system was difficult as the single strand and duplex overhangs contributed to the absorbance and polluted the signal. The Tm of the quadruplex cores structures revealed a similar trend in stability as the one observed in the helicase assay (Supplementary Figure S8). The Tm of the S-cmyc, S-htelo and S-CTA quadruplex core motifs, which correspond to the DNA systems that presented a higher barrier to the enzyme, were found to show the highest Tm values (59.9°C, 56.8°C and 57.9°C respectively). On the contrary, the TBA quadruplex core was found to be the least thermodynamically stable (29.5°C).

To probe the versatility of this test, S-htelo system was also studied in more physiological [K+] conditions. As previously shown for S-cmyc (Figure 4), the presence of a higher amount of potassium cations prevent Pf1 p unwinding, which can be overcome by increasing the concentration of the enzyme in the reaction. Again, this suggests that a high concentration of K+ stabilises the quadruplex, thus the optimal enzyme concentration to unwind the quadruplex is higher in this buffer (Figure 4).

**Quadruplex ligand screening**

The unwinding of G4 structures by Pf1 was further studied by increasing the stability of the G4 motif using known G4 ligands. Four well-characterised G4 ligands were evaluated: the trisubstituted acridine compound Braco-19 (34), the bisquino9linium PhenDC3 (35), the bis(quinolinyl)pyridine Pyridostatin (36) and triazionatriaphenylene TrisQ (37) (Figure 6). The G4-containing DNA systems, the S-mut system (as an example of a substrate containing unstructured single-stranded DNA in place of a quadruplex motif), and the S-dx design (as an example of a duplex structure) were tested in the high-throughput format in the presence and absence of each ligand using the two-step assay strategy. Figure 6A and B show real-time unwinding curves of S-mut and S-cmyc systems, respectively, by Pf1 in the presence and absence of ligand. With the exception of Braco-19 which slowed the activity of the enzyme, the presence of G4 ligands in the reaction media did not significantly affect the unwinding activity of Pf1 on the S-mut substrate. This was expected as the selected ligands bind G4 structures but not duplex or single-stranded DNA (Supplementary Figure S9). Braco-19 showed a weak inhibition of Pf1 activity in these two systems, and this decrease was attributed to an alteration in the kinetics of the reaction. Pf1 activity was considerably reduced on the S-cmyc substrate when any of the G4 binders were present, indicating that the formation of a G4-ligand complex inhibits unwinding by the enzyme.

Similar results were found when the series of G4 structures were screened in the presence of these G4 ligands (Figure 7). As observed in the initial experiment, unwinding of S-mut or S-dx was not significantly influenced by the presence of a G4 binder. On the contrary, all the G4 ligands inhibited unwinding of the G4 substrates. Interestingly, TrisQ inhibition was selective: TrisQ blocked the enzyme activity by more than 50% on S-cmyc, S-ckit1, S-ckit2 and S-CEB substrates, but failed to affect the unwinding of other systems (S-htelo, S-Kras and S-CTA). S-htelo substrate, which contains the human telomeric sequence, was found to be the system least influenced by the addition of ligands. S-TBA system presented an interesting behaviour. As mentioned before, this substrate did not fold into a quadruplex structure under the assay buffered conditions. However, it was found to be an obstacle for the Pf1 helicase in the presence of G4 ligands. This suggests that, although the S-TBA substrate does contain a stable quadruplex motif, G4 ligands...
may act as chaperones promoting its formation and therefore acting as a barrier for the enzyme.

In overall, these results show that the activity of Pif1 can be inhibited by the presence of G4 binders, and that these G4 ligands appear to be true inhibitors of the G4-resolving activity of Pif1p.

**DISCUSSION**

Using a simple DNA system consisting of a G4-forming sequence, the interaction between the Pif1 helicase and G4 DNA structures was studied. Oligonucleotides in the DNA system were modified with the FAM and dabcyl quenchers to allow monitoring the unfolding of the G4 substrate by fluorescence spectroscopy. Thus, this new helicase assay is very sensitive. The assay required both low sample concentrations and reaction volumes, allowing the development of a high-throughput approach. With this technique, the kinetic behaviour of the enzyme can be followed in real time, which is a clear addition to more conventional techniques based on gel electrophoresis.

The system we designed is composed of three oligodeoxynucleotides: the FAM-labelled single strand, the G4 motif forming strand modified with dabcyl, and the trap oligonucleotide. In the annealed DNA systems, two nucleotides separated the duplex and quadruplex moieties. For the DNA substrates considered in this study, this separation was found to be insufficient to become a new binding site for the protein while preventing any stabilisation/destabilisation effect between these two DNA motifs. However, a potential destabilisation impact in other G4 by the duplex motif could be expected.
Figure 6. Typical real-time unfolding of (A) S-cmyc and (B) S-mut systems in absence or presence of selected ligands (Braco19 (34), Pyridostatin (36), Phen DC3 (35) and TrisQ (37)). ATP was added at $t = 0$; the complementary strand (C-mut and C-cmyc, respectively) was added at $t = 45$ min.

Figure 7. Pif1 helicase activity against DNA systems S-mut, S-dx, S-cmyc, S-helc, S-ckit1, S-ckit2, S-TBA, S-CEB, S-KRas and S-CTA in the absence or presence of selected G4 ligands (Braco-19, Pyridostatin, PhenDC3 and TrisQ). Error bars indicate standard deviation of three independent experiments.

The DNA design allowed the rapid screening of several G4 structures. The comparison of the helicase activity against each structure was possible by simply changing the G4-forming sequence domain. In addition, although the present study was focused on the Pif1 helicase, the proposed system can also be applied for analysis of other helicases, provided that they show sufficient stability and activity in buffers compatible with G4 formation in vitro.

Pif1 was selected due to its stability in the buffer condition used; this enzyme proved stable in a 96- well plate for the time frame of the assay. The activity of this protein depends on the concentration of cations in the buffer and on the DNA and the enzyme concentrations. In this study, some factors were fixed (such as the DNA substrate concentration and the buffer), whereas others were optimised (such as the helicase concentration). The simplicity of this
test permits re-optimisation when parameters are modified. For example, we evaluated an increase of potassium concentration from 1 mM to a more physiological condition of 100 mM. This increase in K⁺ inhibited Pif1p activity against the concentration from 1 mM to a more physiological condition of 100 mM. This increase in K⁺ inhibited Pif1p activity against the highly stable c-myc quadruplex structure under the conditions optimised in the presence of 1 mM KCl. We evaluated a range of concentrations of enzyme and were able to identify a concentration in which the G4 structure was unfolded by the Pif1p protein.

Pif1p requires the presence of either Na⁺ or K⁺, which affect the helicase activity in a similar manner. This is remarkable considering that the nature the cation dramatically influences the stability of the quadruplex structures. Thus, the G4 stability can be tuned by simply adjusting the Na⁺ or K⁺ concentrations without modifying the activity of the enzyme over a limited range of ion concentration. Our system is flexible enough to allow the fine-tuning of these conditions, for example to adjust quadruplex structure stability, without major impact on enzyme activity.

The screening of several G4 DNA substrates showed that Pif1p was able to resolve each quadruplex motif tested with little preference for any specific G4 structure. Nevertheless, some unwinding profiles were more complex (e.g. S-ckit1, S-ckit2) than others. This could be due to structural heterogeneity of the G4 species formed in these substrates, leading to a complex kinetic behaviour. For example, dimers of c-kit2 quadruplexes have been observed by nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (29). Duplex substrates were also considered in this study and, as previously reported (15), Pif1p was found to resolve quadruplex structures more efficiently than duplex motifs. A recent study reported that G-quadruplexes enhance Pif1p activity on adjacent double-stranded DNA by promoting its dimerisation (38). It is tempting to speculate that the structural heterogeneity of some of our substrates lead to activation of Pif1p with different kinetic rates (according to different dimerisation profiles), leading to more complex kinetic behaviours than the ones obtained with homogenous G4-structures. The observations made by (38) provide also a rationale to understand the difference between our results and the single molecule study by (19). In Zhou’s study, Pif1p is maintained in a monomeric state by antibody pull-down, which might keep its activity on double stranded DNA low. In our study, it is likely that Pif1p also becomes dimeric, explaining the difference between our results and single molecule studies on monomeric Pif1p.

The comparison of enzyme activities toward different DNA or RNA substrates can provide an estimation of the efficiency of the enzyme to remove quadruplexes of various structures. Our results (Figure 5) show that Pif1p can unwind very diverse G4 structures with similar kinetics and therefore does not exhibit a clear preference for a given quadruplex fold. The assay was also very efficient for testing effect of G4-ligands on Pif1p activity. When a G4 structure was stabilised by a selective G4 ligand, the activity of the protein decreased and in most cases was completely blocked. TrisQ ligand was found to be a remarkable exception as this ligand did not impair Pif1p activity in all the cases; this indicates that TrisQ has a selective effect on a subset of G4 structures. This is the first report of TrisQ selectivity, and our data should be confirmed by other means. The activity on the S-htelo substrate was less effected than that on other substrates. This sequence is known to be highly polymorphic in solution. One possible interpretation for our data is that the ligands shift the equilibrium between conformations in solution. If the ligands tend to stabilise a minor species, the kinetic effect could be minimal after averaging the ensemble population.

In conclusion, the results reported here validate this helicase assay for the screening of G4 structures and G4 ligands as inhibitors of helicase activity. This assay can be rapidly implemented and easily optimised, and should be adaptable to other helicases, buffers or DNA substrates. Testing other helicases would be of great interest to evaluate if the lack of selectivity of Pif1p for a particular G4-fold is a common property within G4 resolvases.
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